
We.Stream data plans
 

We.Stream offers a variety of data plan on its Cloud SIM. All We.Stream data plans work in over 140 coun-

tries worldwide. From a day pass to a year plan, there will always be a fitting data plan for you.

All We.Stream data plans are prepaid, which means the full price is charged up front.

The data plans can be bought via the We.Stream device or via the We.Stream portal: portal.we.stream 

(via PayPal, iDEAL or Credit card). All prices are excluding VAT.

We do not charge any other subscription fees

• Unlimited 1 day (8,- per day) 

 With this data plan, you are able to use unlimited data for that specific day.

 After 500 MB of high-speed data usage, the maximum speed will be capped to 64 Kbps.

 The data plan will automatically end at 00:00 (midnight) in your current time zone.

• Unlimited 1 week (49,- per week)

 With this data plan, you will be able to use unlimited data for a week.

 After 500 MB of high-speed data usage in a day, the maximum speed will be capped to 64 Kbps.

 Your daily high-speed data allowance resets each day at 00:00 (midnight) in your current time  

 zone. The data plan will automatically end at 00:00 (midnight) on the 7th day.

• 5 GB 30-days (99,- per 30 days)

 With this data plan, you will be able to use 5 GB of data during a period of 30 days.

 The 30-day data plan will start on the day that you buy it, and then it runs for 30 days in a row.

 The data plan will automatically end once the 30 days have passed, or when you’ve hit your 5 GB 

 data limit within those 30 days. 

• 10 GB 30-days (149,- per 30 days)

 With this data plan, you will be able to use 10 GB of data during a period of 30 days.

 The 30-day data plan will start on the day that you buy it, and then it runs for 30 days in a row.

 The data plan will automatically end once the 30 days have passed, or when you’ve hit your 10 GB 

 data limit within those 30 days.

• Unlimited 1 year (249,- per year)

 With this data plan, you will be able to use unlimited data for a year.

 After 2 GB of high-speed data usage in a month, the maximum speed will be capped to 64 Kbps.

 Your monthly high-speed data allowance resets every 1st day of a new month.

 The data plan will automatically end after a year.



 If you require more high-speed data after your monthly high-speed data allowance has been used, 

 you can choose to buy an Unlimited 1 day, 5 GB 30-days or 10 GB 30-days data plan.

 The Unlimited year plans can’t be combined with an Unlimited 1 week data plan.

• Unlimited Plus 1 year (498,- per year)

 With this data plan, you will be able to use unlimited data for a year.

 After 5 GB of high-speed data usage in a month, the maximum speed will be capped to 64 Kbps.

 Your monthly high-speed data allowance resets every 1st day of a new month.

 The data plan will automatically end after a year.

 If you require more high-speed data after your monthly high-speed data allowance has been used, 

 you can choose to buy an Unlimited 1 day, 5 GB 30-days or 10 GB 30-days data plan.

 The Unlimited year plans can’t be combined with an Unlimited 1 week data plan.

• Unlimited Gold 1 year (1788,- per year)

 With this data plan, you will be able to use unlimited data for a year.

 After 20 GB of high-speed data usage in a month, the maximum speed will be capped to 64 Kbps.

 Your monthly high-speed data allowance resets every 1st day of a new month.

 The data plan will automatically end after a year.

 If you require more high-speed data after your monthly high-speed data allowance has been used, 

 you can choose to buy an Unlimited 1 day, 5 GB 30-days or 10 GB 30-days data plan.

 The Unlimited year plans can’t be combined with an Unlimited 1 week data plan.


